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Editorial
Alpbach is a very special place.
The Alpbach village centre is situated on a sunny plateau south of the Inn Valley
at an altitude of 1,000 metres. In the summer, lush flowers decorate the wooden
Alpbach houses. In the winter, a blanket of white covers the village.
For these reasons, Alpbach has received many prestigious awards and honours
such as “Europe’s Most Beautiful Floral Village” or “Austria’s Most Beautiful
Village”.
As far back as the early post-war period, Alpbach proved its suitability as a congress
and conference centre. Since then, every year, Nobel Prize winners, academics,
philosophers, economic experts and politicians from all over the world come
together for the European Forum Alpbach (Europäisches Forum Alpbach). They
hold meetings on interdisciplinary topics. And they are the ones that gave the
village the name “Village of Thinkers”.
Even so, Alpbach has changed very little considering the worldviews that have
come and gone. Outwardly it has hardly changed at all. The wooden Alpbach
houses look the same today as they did 50 years ago. The modern congress centre
is barely visible, built in a cliff and covered with grass and plants again.
Have the people of Alpbach changed with so many distinguished international
guests in their village?
My impression is no. For the villagers, maintaining their tradition, culture and
values are especially important. Moreover, they all pull together when it comes
to implementing innovative and sustainable ideas, such as developing the village
into a sustainable conference destination. Green Meeting does not just mean a
new congress centre in Alpbach. On the contrary, we make sure the project is
connected to all the village partners in order to set the course for a sustainable
and promising future together.
“The Alpbach Way: 360° Green” provides you with a comprehensive overview of
our history as a conventional congress house, the Green Meeting project status
as well as a vision of our future as a sustainable conference partner.

CONGRESS CENTRUM ALPBACH
Alpbach Tousismus GmbH

Georg Hechenblaikner, MBA
Managing Director
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Architecture
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The Exception Proves the Rule
On the initiative of distinguished businessman Alfons Moser,
Alpbach’s mayor from 1945 to 1979, the municipal council
decided on building regulations in 1953. They ruled that new
buildings must conform to the traditional architectural style.
The distinguishing characteristics of this alpine architecture
are immediately recognisable. Masonry is only allowed on
the ground floor of all houses. On the first floor and all subsequent floors, all houses have wooden panelling.
The Tyrolean village has made this type of construction
unique and distinctive. Thus Alpbach has always had this
unmistakeable characteristic that sets it apart from other
villages. The local population, whether young or old, shares the decision for the most part. They are proud of their
architectural style and quite often criticise “certain” compromises that must be made for new buildings. The conscious
and sustainable village development has, therefore, a history.

conference building was embedded in the mountain and
equipped with a spiral-formed cone that provides ample
daylight. From a bird’s eye view, you must really search hard
to find the CCA amidst all the wooden houses and many
green pastures.
This harmonious architectural style has truly paid off. The
Congress Centrum Alpbach has not only become a true
landmark with high recognition value, but also boasts a very
high energy efficiency thanks to the surrounding earth. The
increasing demand for “green“ venues today confirms that
the decision to create an especially sustainable building was
the right one!

The Architectural Jewel
The only exception is the Congress Centrum Alpbach
(CCA), an extraordinary masterpiece of design, ambiance,
functionality and high quality conference technology. In
order to preserve Alpbach’s overall special appearance, the
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History

“Village of Thinkers”
Alpbach, the Tyrolean mountain village with
its century old wooden houses makes a thoroughly down-to-earth impression. Yet once
a year, the picture changes. Then intellectuals
from all over the world come together for an
interdisciplinary exchange of ideas. The town
of 2,600 inhabitants got its name “Village of
Thinkers” from this event.

“Naturally we would
like to convince as
many clients as pos
sible to organise their
events according to
Green Meeting criteria”,
says director Georg
Hechenblaikner. So in
2011, the Leadership
Academy (www.
leadershipacademy.at)
was certified and in
2012 there should be at
least seven other events
checked for the label.

Since 1945, philosophers, academics and
businessmen gather every August for the
European Forum Alpbach (EFA) (www.alpbach.org). In the beginning, a couple dozen
professors and students discussed topics in
a traditional farmhouse. In 2011, over 4,000
participants were welcomed in the modern
congress centre. The meeting, which takes
place in the height of summer, always has
a different motto. In 1949, the motto was
“Frontiers of Research”, in 2008 “Perception
and Decision”. In 2011, the title was “Justice
– Responsibility for the Future”.

not only greater visibility, but also delivered
convincing arguments. The EFA became the
most important reference and also a disseminator for the ‘green’ project. EFA participants
reflected this in a survey they took in 2010.
88% appreciated the commitment to sustainable conference organisation. After the
Green Meeting Initiative was able to convince
other EFA partners and sponsors, the forum
received certification with the Austrian Ecolabel. (www.greenmeetings.umweltzeichen.
at). The EFA was thus the first event to be
distinguished as an Austrian Green Meeting
Event.

Together for Green Meetings
As part of the Green Meeting project initiated
by CCA, an important goal from the beginning
was to cooperate with the European Forum
Alpbach. Because of EFA’s long-standing
connection to the village, the congress centre was able to count on a strong partner.
With combined strengths, they attained

Certifications & Licences:
The Austrian Convention Bureau and the Austrian Federal Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry, Environment and Water Management in cooperation created the Austrian
eco-label for Green Meetings as a flexible tool for sustainable events. The focus is
on the event itself, not on the venue. In this way, event organisers are obliged to
take on environmental responsibility. The CCA is licensee and certifies according to
specifications.
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Prominent sherpa Pasang Dawa Lama, who originally was
supposed to become a Buddhist lama, and Paul Flora, Austrian draughtsman and caricaturist, greet each other at the
11th European Forum Alpbach.
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Green Globe Label

From First Mover to
Best Practice
The CCA has successfully developed its niche service “Meet
in a Mountain Village” into a premium service of “Meet in a
Sustainable Mountain Village” by adding more than 150 individual criteria. For business clients and congress organisers
who are conscious of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR),
a unique product has been created.

A “greater green” service profile
Alpbach is the first congress and conference destination in
Austria that takes sustainability into account when developing services. As the first and only sustainable provider in

Austria, CCA also has the international Green Globe label,
in addition to the Austrian Eco-label for Green Meetings.
(www.greenglobe.com). Both seals of approval prove the
high quality standards necessary for implementing resourcesaving measures.
In B2B communication, the congress centre can successfully
position itself as a “first mover” in terms of a sustainable
conference destination. Today, Alpbach is sited regularly as
a best practice example in Germany, the most important
conference market, as well as in Austria, at business events
and in news coverage in specialised publications.

Green Globe Certification Standard:
The Green Globe Standard is a structured assessment of the sustainability performance of travel and tourism businesses and their supply
chain partners. Companies can monitor improvements and document achievements leading to certification of their business’ sustainable
operation and management. The Standard is a collection of 337 compliance indicators applied to 41 individual sustainability criteria. The
applicable indicators vary by type of certification, geographical area as well as local factors. Auditors review and update the standard twice
per calendar year.

From left: Georg Hechenblaikner (Director, CCA), Dr. Peter Zimmer (Auditor, Green Globe) and Mag. Eva Moser (Project Leader, Green
Meeting, CCA) are pleased with the first successful Green Globe audit on 6/7 July 2010.
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Green Standards

Green Meeting Criteria
Our Categories
1. Traffic Equalisation
No vehicles are needed locally because of the short footpath
distances between the CCA and accommodations. Arriving
by public transport is not a problem. The local service providers and regional busses cooperate to provide plenty of
connections.

2. Energy Efficiency
The special CCA building design not only ensures low consumption for heating. Other relevant consumption levels,
for example ventilation and air-conditioning, are constantly
optimised. Energy supply: 100% green energy.

Heating with a modern pellet heater
“We are particularly proud of this latest investment,” Georg
Hechenblaikner is pleased. CCA’s oil heating, which was 12 years
old, caused a lot of problems in the past few years (condensing
boiler technology with low consumption, but high susceptibility to
breakdowns). The director summarises “The new investment cost
much more than exchanging the burner would have. Despite the
low consumption rate of pellets, the payback period is more than
20 years. Here ecology beat economy!”

3. Supply and Disposal
At the beginning of the Green Meeting project, the entire
procurement process (from paper to cleaning agents, among
others) had to be converted. We focussed on important
criteria such as biodegradability, recycling possibilities and
ecological tolerance. When purchasing new equipment,
beamers or other IT systems, we placed particular emphasis
on energy efficiency (Green IT). We constantly evaluate water
usage (such as toilets, sinks) and implement saving measures
accordingly. For catering, we use mainly locally and seasonally
available as well as fair trade products. Waste disposal is
based on the highest possible standards.
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4. Green Event Management
CCA works closely with event organisers and consults, trains
and motivates clients to actively implement Green Meeting
measures. In 2011, for example, almost 50% of all parti
cipants went to a CCA event that was certified according to
the criteria for the Austrian Eco-label for Green Meetings.
Along with a strong effect on the environment, these
four strategic priorities have a notable impact on the cost
effectiveness: taking full advantage of savings potential,
advantages in pricing as a premium service, a significant
increase in demand and capacity utilisation in general. The
CCA wants to create greater awareness for sustainability by
active participant information, feedback surveys and social
interaction with visitors.
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STEP BY STEP
Milestones, Hurdles and ongoing Improvements
One important thought from the director is this:

The Green Meeting project is continually undergoing
improvement. Every year, we integrate additional measures
into the project and optimise certain elements. Currently,
CCA is in discussions with the local lodging establishments
in order to develop the environmental friendliness of accommodations for the long term.

“What is the benefit of our actions? What else can
we achieve besides a purely economic gain?”

Since the new direction in 1999, the CCA does not look back
at the major challenges. Disappointments often had to be
overcome along the way. Sometimes partners promised
services that, upon closer examination, were not delivered.
When that becomes public, it can damage credibility in an
instant. Because most partners cannot be contractually
bound to the project and do it out of personal motivation, it
often requires a lot of staying power to implement innovative
business ideas.

Green Meeting affects nearly the entire village and many
Alpbach citizens participate in developing it. This is another
indication of the social cohesion of villagers to the CCA.

Since the origin of Alpbach’s conference options stems from
philosophy and science, the CCA would like to expand its
commitment in these areas and support charitable event
organisers in particular.

It does not work without self-reflection
In the free economy, you run the risk of economic arguments
outweighing environmental ones at first glance. The Congress
Centrum Alpbach challenges itself again and again to take
decisions that take into account both sides. By including
the third aspect of sustainability, the social aspect, the conference centre tries to identify current projects that match
the company philosophy.
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Local Synergies

Stakeholder
Together make it “green”
We place extra importance on careful and sustainable village
development that is compatible with the inhabitants. Many
service providers, particularly those in catering and accommodation, have already been included in the project. Indeed
it is clear. Alpbach and its congress centre form a unit. The
mutual objective is positioning the village as a sustainable
conference destination.

One Unit, that “earths”
Because people do their conferencing in the CCA, but then
eat and sleep in the nearby establishments, we can set a
work-life balance in motion. The participants can get their
fresh air on the short walk to their hotel. The beautiful view
and nature inspire energetic thinking and working. Having a
car on site is superfluous!

Many clients choose Alpbach as a classic niche op
tion, because they are looking for exactly that: sustainable conferencing in a mountain village.

We foster close partnerships with the most important restaurants and hotels. Thus external receptions, for example during
the European Forum Alpbach, have to adhere to predefined
Green Meeting criteria (focus: locality, seasonality, Fair Trade).
In the future, every lodging establishment will have to fulfil
minimum assessment criteria. These include, for example,
labelled products on the breakfast buffet and defining their
own USP (wellness for body and soul, shaped soap instead of
a vanity set). Little by little, investments in energy efficiency
will follow.

Customers want “good” food
When looking at the entire sustainable event portfolio, clients
attach a lot of importance to the quality of food. Due to the
many scandals in the food industry, users have become very
sensitive. Therefore, conference clients prefer local products
and local cooking. CCA will satisfy this need.

Product Relaunch / Alpbach Congress Hosts
Alpbach Premium Hosts
Room facilities and offer details
Alpbach Premium Hosts

Green Meeting Supporters
Alpbach Premium Hosts

Comfortable rooms in traditional Alpbach style
•
Balcony, terrace or garden
•
Shower or bath/WC
•
Body care products and hairdryer provided
•
Cable-TV or SAT-TV and WLAN

Buffet presentation with information regarding origin
of ingredients
Homemade products (i.e. jams, pastries)
Fairtrade products (i.e. coffee, tea, fruit juices)

Breakfast buffet or table service
with superior regional products

Individual contribution from the landlords
such as a commitment regarding sustainability,
information about outdoor activities,
E-Bike hire (green mobility),
well-being impulses, etc.
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Customer Advantage

Our Differentiation
is Your Advantage
With the Green Meeting Initiative, the Congress Centrum
Alpbach stands apart from other congress centres. The
sustainable option provides an extra advantage for all target
groups who organise events in Alpbach.

The motto is: Our advantage is an
advantage for everyone:

•

CSR commitment leads to customer loyalty

•

Motivating employees with innovative project objectives

•

Dissemination strengthens communication

•

Additional benefits for sponsors and partners (of event
organisers)

•

Increasing public awareness

•

Positive participant feedback encourages event organisers

•

Project’s meaning and value generate “good feelings”

•

Certifications increase credibility and create commitment

Honouring longstanding congress and conference clients: at the
20th Leadership Academy, a tree was planted on Denkerweg in
Alpbach in 2010. From left: Mag. Maria Gruber-Redl, (project
leader), Georg Hechenblaikner (CCA), Prof. Dr. Wilfried Schley
(scientific director)
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CO2 Calculator

It’s so simple…
… with the carbon calculator from atmosfair
The CCA provides environmentally aware
event organisers with the opportunity to use
the atmosfair carbon emissions calculator
(www.atmosfair.de). This enables users to
create a detailed CO2 footprint for regular
stationary use of the event site as well as for
the variable event parameters.
The energy efficiency of an event becomes
clear with a footprint, from arrival to event

building. The helpful overview enables the
event organiser to evaluate ways to reduce
carbon emissions. Furthermore, the numbers
can serve as a basis for offsetting emissions.
Using the atmosfair climate protection
project, which upholds CDM Gold Standard
project standards (www.cdmgoldstandard.
org), it is possible to offset the resulting carbon emissions by supporting energy efficient
projects in developing countries.

The Congress Centrum
Alpbach offsets all
its own business trips
using atmosfair (whe
ther airplane or car).

The factors that atmosfair considers when calculating a CO2 footprint for an event. The necessary building
data comes from the provider’s annual accounts.
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“Best Centre” in Europe 2011

In recent years, the CCA has successfully established itself as
a sustainable conference location. Clients awarded the centre
top marks in a customer survey and a “Mystery Shopping”
by the European Association of Event Centres (EVVC) (www.
evvc.org) in 2011.
“Altogether, the Congress Centrum Alpbach received 143.1 of
150 possible points and was the best centre in the client survey (96.6) as well as the second best in the Mystery Shopping
(46.5)”, says Prof. Helmut Schwägermann, Scientific Director
of the award. “In 17 of the 20 customer survey categories and
thus in nearly all aspects of the entire process chain, Alpbach
obtained first class results with a ‘very good’”.

during the preparation stage, flexibility, friendliness and
project manager responsiveness, as well as cooperation in
the centre’s team also received top marks. The overall satisfaction of all clients in terms of CCA services was rated 4.9
of 5.0 points! The Mystery Shoppers were impressed with
the competence of Alpbach’s contacts. The written proposal
was convincing in all main categories.”

Moreover Schwägermann emphasises that “even the location of the congress building and Alpbach’s infrastructure
necessary for events was rated as better than ‘good’. Support
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10 Reasons

We think ahead.
We organise differently.
Together with local service providers and international clients, we want to organise future conferences in a sustainable
manner out of love for the environment and above all for
us humans. Offer your participants a valuable alternative!

10 reasons for holding sustainable events in Alpbach:
01. Unique venue in the midst of a beautiful alpine setting

07. Attractive fringe events in the village or in the mountains

02. Modern congress centre with impressive architecture
and lots of daylight

08. Outstanding service quality (EVVC Best Centre Award)

03. Highly energy efficient green building

09. Top consulting for organisers from the Green Meetings
Organisation

04. Austrian’s Eco-label for Green Meetings as well as the
international Green Globe Certification

10. Many years of experience as a conference venue and
an extensive reference list

05. Numerous high quality accommodations within a short
walking distance
06. Easily accessible from Munich and Innsbruck airports
as well as by public transportation with a free regional
bus (from Jenbach, Wörgl and Brixlegg train stations)

We look forward to planning a sustainable event with you.
Your Team at the Congress Centrum Alpbach
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Congress Centrum Alpbach
A-6236 Alpbach 246
Tirol, Austria
Phone: +43(0) 5336-600-100
Fax:+43(0) 5336-600-200
E-Mail: info@alpbach.at
www.congressalpbach.com

